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Abstract—Sub-Nyquist sampling jamming method (SNSJ) is a well known deception jamming method for inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR). However, the anti-decay of the SNSJ method performs easier since the amplitude of the false-target images are weaker than the real-target image; the false-target images always lag behind the real-target image, and all targets are located in the same cross-range. In order to overcome the drawbacks mentioned above, a simple modulation based on SNSJ (M-SNSJ) is presented in this paper. The method first uses amplitude modulation factor to make the amplitude of the false-target images consistent with the real-target image, then uses the down-range modulation factor and cross-range modulation factor to make the false-target images move freely in down-range and cross-range, respectively, thus the capacity of deception is improved. Finally, the simulation results on the six available combinations of three modulation factors are given to illustrate our conclusion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ISAR plays a remarkable role in military applications for all-weather, day-night and high-resolution capability [1]-[4]. ISAR jamming and anti-jamming have become a hotspot in current research; since blanketing jamming consumes more power, more studies on deception jamming have been performed.

In recent years, a variety of ISAR deception methods have been proposed. In [5], digital false-target image synthesizer (DIS) is presented to create false targets. In [6], [7], authors propose some improvements to decrease the computational complexity and realize multi-false-targets deception. However, the method still presents high complexity according to the jamming principle. A practical method of multiplication jamming in [8] is proved to be feasible. However, it is difficult to keep consistent between the false-target images and the real-target image since the changing of ISAR image templates depends on the ISAR incident angle which is difficult to attain. It is noted above that both DIS and multiplication jamming need accurate parameters obtained by detective work. In order to simplify the jamming process, Digital Radio Frequency Memory (DRFM) is introduced to generate ISAR echoes in [9]. In [10], [11], SNSJ method is proposed. This algorithm does not require any computation, only need high quality analogue-to-digital converter (ADC). The jamming echoes are also reflected from the target, which guarantee the consistency of the false-target images and real-target image. In summary, SNSJ turns out to be effective and can be realized easily. However, problems still exist in SNSJ. At first, if the jammer transmits intercepted signals directly, the intensity of the false-target images will be weaker than the real-target image. So the power of the intercepted signals needs to be magnified appropriately. Secondly, the jamming echoes are always behind the ISAR echoes from the target, so the false-target images are behind the real-target image, too. In order to solve the problem, we propose an improved method in this paper to compensate the signal delay by multiplying a down-range modulation factor. In this way, the false-target images’ position will be free in down-range. Similarly, the false-target images in [7], [8] only appear in the same cross-range, we expand the range of the false-target images by multiplying the cross-range modulation factor.

II. FORMULATION OF M-SNSJ

For brevity, we analyze and solve problems in two dimensions in this paper. As shown in Fig. 1, ISAR is located at the point designated as $O$, the target is located at $T$, and the jammer is located at $J$. The distance between ISAR and jammer, ISAR and target, jammer and target are $R_o$, $R_T$, $R_J$, respectively. The ISAR is in XOY coordinate system, and the two dimensional coordinate $xoy$ is embedded on the target whose center is the origin $o$. The rigid-body target circular
motion is described as $\theta(t) = \theta_0 + \omega t$ with the rotation rate $\omega$ (rad/s) and initial angle $\theta_0$ (rad).

Since ISAR transmits a linear frequency modulated (LFM) pulse with the center frequency designated as $f_0$ and the chirp rate designated as $k$, the waveform of the transmitted signal in fast-time domain and slow-time domain can be expressed as (1):

$$s(t, t_m) = \text{rect}(t/T_p) \exp\left[i2\pi f_0(t + t_m)\right] = \mu(i) \exp\left[i2\pi f_0(i + t_m)\right].$$

where $\mu(i) = \text{rect}(t/T_p) \exp(i\pi ki^2)$, $i$ is the fast time, $t_m$ is the slow time, and $T_p$ is the pulse width which yields 1 when $(t/T_p) \leq 0.5$, otherwise yields 0.

Assuming that the intermittent sampling signal in jammer is:

$$p(t) = \text{rect}(t/T) \sum_{n=-\infty}^{+\infty} \delta(t - n T_s).$$

where $\tau$ is the pulse width, $T_s$ is the sampling period, $\delta(\cdot)$ is the impact function, respectively. The working time sequence of the jammer is illustrated in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2 Sampling and retransmission by jammer](image)

As shown in Fig. 1, if the echoes are reflected from the target directly, the time delay is $\tau_0 = 2R_0/c$. According to (1), the echoes will be expressed as (3):

$$s_j(i, \tau_0, t_m) = \text{rect}\left((i - \tau_0)/T_p\right) \exp\left[i2\pi k(i - \tau_0)^2\right] \cdot \exp\left[i2\pi f_0(i - \tau_0 + t_m)\right] = \mu(i - \tau_0) \exp\left[i2\pi f_0(i - \tau_0) + t_m\right].$$

When the jammer starts to work, the jamming echoes will be reflected from the target in a zigzag way. The time delay is $\tau_j = (R_j + R_f + R_p)/c + \tau_j$, where $\tau_j$ is the time delay between sampling and retransmission, which is controlled by the jammer. The jamming echoes will be expressed as (4):

$$s_j(i, \tau_0, t_m) = p(t) s(i - \tau_j, \tau_0, t_m) = \left\{\begin{array}{ll}
\text{rect}(t/T) \sum_{n=-\infty}^{+\infty} \delta(t - n T_s) \text{rect}\left((i - \tau_j)/T_p\right) \\
\exp\left[i2\pi k(i - \tau_j)^2\right] \cdot \exp\left[i2\pi f_0(i - \tau_j + t_m)\right]
\end{array}\right. (4)$$

$$= \left\{\begin{array}{ll}
\sum_{n=-\infty}^{+\infty} \delta(t - \tau_j - n T_s) \\
\exp\left[i2\pi k(i - \tau_j)^2\right] \cdot \exp\left[i2\pi f_0(i - \tau_j + t_m)\right]
\end{array}\right. (4)$$

where $N = \lfloor T_s/T_j \lfloor$. Demonstrate ceil operation. When the echoes are received, the dechirping operation will be done later. Suppose that the reference distance is $R_{ref}$, the reference time is $t_{ref}$, the dechirping result can be written as (5):

$$s_j(i, t_m) = s_j(i, \tau_0, t_m) \cos \left[s(i - t_{ref}, \tau_0, t_m)\right]$$

Then, after range compression, the result can be expressed as (6):

$$s_j(r, t_m) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{+\infty} DT_{s} \sin c(nD) \exp\left[-i2\pi f_0(t_{ref} - \tau_j + t_m)\right] \cdot \sin c\left[2B/c(r - nc_0, 2k - c(\tau_j - t_{ref}))/2\right].$$

where $\sin c(x) = \sin(\pi x)/\pi x$. By using the conversion relationship between time domain and frequency domain, (6) can be converted into the expression as (7):

$$s_j(r, t_m) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{+\infty} DT_{s} \sin c(nD) \sin c\left(2B/c(r - nc_0, 2k - c(\tau_j - t_{ref}))/2\right).$$

where $D = \tau f_0/\tau T_j$ is the duty ratio of intermittent sampling signal. $\tau_j - t_{ref}$ changes with the azimuth echoes. If $\tau_j - t_{ref}$ changes violently, range alignment should be performed. Then the Fourier transform can be done in the cross-range, the two dimension image in ISAR will be obtained as (8):

$$s_j(r, f) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{+\infty} DT_{s} T_m \sin c(nD) \sin c\left(2B/c(r - nc_0, 2k - c(\tau_j - t_{ref}))/2\right) \cdot \sin c\left(T_m (f - 2f_0/c) X_{\tau}\right) \exp(-i2\pi(R_{final} - R_{ref})/c).$$
where $T_M$ is the accumulation time in the cross-range, $R_{\text{total}} = R_{r} + R_{s} + R_{0} + 2\Delta R$ is the route length of the jamming signal, $J$ is the total scattering. From (8), it can be seen that the intermittent sampling signal will lead to a series of false-target images in down-range.

### III. PROPOSED METHOD

In order to get more effective false-target images in ISAR, we will present improved modulations from the following three aspects. The schematic diagram of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3 The schematic diagram of M-SNSJ](image)

**III. PROPOSED METHOD**

In order to get the most effective jamming result, $P_r$ and $P_{\text{jam}}$ should satisfy (14):

$$P_r = \frac{PG^2\lambda^2\sigma}{(4\pi)^2} R_0^4 \leq \bar{P}_{\text{jam}} = \frac{PG^2\lambda^2\sigma Dc_f}{(4\pi)^2 R_s^2 (R_s + R_{st})} 2kD_d.$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

We can get (15) derived from (14):

$$R_0^2 \geq \left( R_s + R_{st} \right)^2 2kD_d / c_f D.$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Typically, the (15) is difficult to satisfy. So a power amplifier is used in the power modulation module of a jammer. According to above analysis, modulation factor which is designated as $F_c$ should satisfy (16):

$$F_c = R_s^2 c_f \sqrt{\left( R_s + R_{st} \right)^2 2k}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Certainly, if the modulation factor is large enough

$$F_c \gg R_s^2 c_f \sqrt{\left( R_s + R_{st} \right)^2 2k}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

the false-target images will make the real-target image invisible.

**B. Down-Range Modulation**

As shown in Fig. 2, the time delay of the target echoes is:

$$\tau_0 = 2R_o / c.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

The time delay of the jamming echoes is

$$\tau_j = (R_o + R_s + R_{st}) / c.$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

As $R_o$, $R_s$ and $R_{st}$ formed a triangle. With the nature relationship between sides of the triangle $R_s + R_{st} > R_o$, we have $\tau_j > \tau_o$. Therefore, the jamming echoes will lag behind the target echoes, which makes anti-interference easier. In
order to solve this problem, we propose the down-range modulation factor based on the theory of time-frequency relation to amend the jamming echo. It can be represented as:

\[ s_{\Delta t}(\hat{t} + \Delta t, t_m) = s_J(t, t_m) F_{\Delta t} \]  

(20)

\[ s_{\hat{t}}(\hat{t} + \Delta t, t_m) = \rho(t) \delta(t - \tau + \Delta t, t_m) \]

\[ = \left[ \text{rect}(t/T) \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \delta(t - nT) \right] \text{rect}(\hat{t} - \tau + \Delta t, T) \exp\left[ j2\pi f_s(\hat{t} - \tau + \Delta t) \right] \]

\[ = \left[ \text{rect}(t/T) \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \delta(t - nT) \right] \exp\left[ j2\pi f_s(\hat{t} - \tau + \Delta t) \right] \]

\[ = s_J(t, t_m) \exp\left[ j2\pi f_s(\Delta t + 2\pi (\hat{t} - \tau)) \right] \exp\left[ j2\pi f_s(\Delta t) \right] \]

\[ = s_J(t, t_m) F_{\Delta t} \]

where \( s_J(t, t_m) \) is the signal after down-range modulation in time domain. \( F_{\Delta t} \) is the down-range modulation factor in time domain.

C. Cross-Range Modulation

As shown in (8), all the false-target images will be located at the same cross-range. In order to get a better deception, we propose to expand the cross-range of the false-target images by using the cross-range modulation module in jammer. Similarly, considering the principle of ISAR imaging in cross-range, such as the classical algorithm range-Doppler algorithm (RD) in ISAR imaging; if we want to shift the image in cross-range, we need to add an extra static frequency satisfying (22):

\[ s_{\Delta f}(\hat{t}, f - f_s) = s_J(t, f) F_{\Delta f} \]  

(22)

where \( s_J(\hat{t}, f - f_s) \) is the signal after cross-range modulation in frequency domain. \( f_s \) is the frequency shift, which can be positive or negative. \( F_{\Delta f} \) is the cross-range modulation factor in frequency domain. Using the well-known Fourier transform and taking into account the major influence in cross-range. Equation (22) can be represented as:

\[ s_{\Delta f}(\hat{t}, f - f_s) = s_J(t, f) F_{\Delta f} \approx s_J(t, f) \exp(2\pi f_t t_m) \]

\[ F_{\Delta f} \approx \exp(2\pi f_T f_m) \]

(23)

where \( s_J(t, f) \) is the signal after cross-range modulation in time domain. \( F_{\Delta f} \) is the cross-range modulation factor in time domain. Since the original false-target images should be displayed in ISAR, we make the received radar signal go through a 2-way power splitter. Then we use two power amplifiers on each path. Finally an adder is used to composite signal. Fig. 4 shows the cross-range modulation workflow of the jammer.

![Fig. 4 The cross-range modulation workflow of the jammer](image)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The supposed range-Doppler ISAR imaging scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1. The target, radar and jammer parameters with respect to the scenario are listed in Table I. The target is assumed to be composed of a number of perfect points scattering evenly on the radar cross section (RCS). Their locations in the 2D coordinate system are plotted in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5 Aircraft scattering point model](image)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_s$</td>
<td>scatter number</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>angular velocity</td>
<td>0.01 rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_c$</td>
<td>center frequency</td>
<td>10 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>frequency bandwidth</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_s$</td>
<td>sampling frequency of ISAR</td>
<td>480 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_p$</td>
<td>pulse width</td>
<td>10 us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PRF$</td>
<td>pulse repetition frequency</td>
<td>500 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_0$</td>
<td>distance between target and ISAR</td>
<td>5 Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_J$</td>
<td>distance between target and jammer</td>
<td>25 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{Ji}$</td>
<td>distance between jammer and ISAR</td>
<td>5 Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_j$</td>
<td>sampling period of jammer</td>
<td>0.02 us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>duty ratio of jammer</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Experiment 1: Comparison of SNSJ and M-SNSJ

1) Power Modulation Simulation

The distance between the false targets is $cf_s/2B \approx 90m$, the ISAR image size is 250 m, and thus, there are two false targets in the image. And the gain of power amplifier is 3dB. In Fig. 6 (a), it is obvious that the false targets are weaker than the real target before power modulation. The power modulation simulation result is shown in Fig. 6 (b). It shows that the false targets and the real target have the same intensity, which enhances the deceptive effect of the false targets.

2) Down-Range Modulation Simulation

The down-range modulation factor in down range is 50m, the modulation result image illustrated in Fig. 7 (b) shows that the false target has moved forward 50m, which is consistent with settings. This operation largely avoids the real target being attacked at first.

3) Cross-Range Modulation Simulation

Fig. 7 The simulation results on down-range modulation
The cross-range modulation factors in the cross-range are 50Hz and -50Hz, the modulation results image illustrated in Fig. 8 (b) shows that the target moves up and down 50Hz. Multiple false targets appear in the scene, so it is more difficult for enemies to identify the real target.

B. Experiment 2: Different Combinations of Modulation

Since these modulation factors are independent, they can be combined freely. Fig. 9 shows the simulation result of different combination modes. Fig. 9 (a) is the ISAR image without modulation, in which it is easy to find out the real target. Fig. 9 (b) is the ISAR image with power and down-range modulation. The false target and the real target have the same power, the false targets appear in front of the real targets, so the false targets protect the real targets from being found effectively. Fig. 9 (c) is the ISAR image with power and cross-range modulation. Multiple false targets appear on both sides of the real target, and the number of the false targets increased several times. Fig. 9 (d) is the ISAR image with power, down-range and cross-range modulation. The real target is wrapped up in the middle of eight false targets, which may be the best approach to protect the real target. To sum up, we can use different modulation combinations to get different deceptive effects.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, an Improved Sub-Nyquist Sampling Jamming Method (M-SNSJ) is proposed to overcome the shortcomings of the SNSJ and successfully verified by the simulation. The proposed scheme consists of three parts, namely power modulation, down-range modulation and cross-range modulation. The power modulation is to make it hard to identify the true target by adjusting the power of the false targets to the level of the real target. The down-range
modulation makes the false targets appear in any position in down-range. Similarly, the cross-range modulation makes the target appear in any cross-range to enhance the flexibility of the deception. More importantly, the three modulations can be used in combination freely. The simulation results show that the deceptive effect of M-SNSJ is better than SNSJ.
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